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INTERVIEW MODE EFFECTS IN
SURVEYS OF DRUG AND
ALCOHOL USE
A FIELDEXPERIMENT
S. AQUILINO
WILLIAM

Abstract This research explores the impact of interview mode
on respondents'willingnessto reveal illicit or undesirablebehavior and mechanisms by which interview mode influences response tendencies. A field experiment was designed to control
mode effects due to samplingand screening so that the impact
of response anonymity (throughuse of self-administeredquestionnaires [SAQs]) and social distance in the interviewerrespondentrelationship(telephone vs. personal communication)
could be tested. Respondents aged 18-45 were randomly assigned to interview mode: telephone, face-to-face, or selfadministered.Admission of illicit drug use and alcohol use was
most likely in the personal mode with SAQs, slightly less likely
in personal mode without SAQs, and least likely in the telephone
mode. The magnitude of the mode differentialswas larger for
blacks than for whites, and larger among respondents who are
more mistrustfulof others. Results support the notion that response effects due to mode of interview derive, at least in part,
from interview mode differences in ability to assuage respondents' confidentialityconcerns. Greatersocial distance between
interviewerand respondentin the telephone interview, compared
with face-to-face communication,makes it more difficultfor the
researcher to make convincing confidentialityguarantees. The
response anonymityprovided by SAQs also appearsto increase
respondents' willingness to reveal sensitive behavior, especially
among racial/ethnic minorities.
S. AQUILINO is assistant professor in the Departmentof Child and Family
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Introduction
This article explores the impact of interview mode on respondents'
willingnessto reveal sensitive or socially undesirableinformation.Selfreported illicit drug use and alcohol use levels are comparedamong
three interviewmodes: self-administeredquestionnaires(SAQs), interviewer-administeredin-person interviews, and telephone interviews.
Analyses are based on a theoretical model emphasizingmode differences in response anonymity provided during the interview and the
impactof social distance in the interviewer-respondentrelationshipon
the credibilityof researchers'confidentialityclaims.
Recent research suggests that survey estimates of drug and alcohol
use in the household populationvary by mode of interview (Aquilino
1992;Aquilino and LoSciuto 1990; Gfroererand Hughes 1991;Johnson, Hougland,and Clayton 1989;Turner,Lessler, and Devore 1992).
Face-to-face interviews have yielded higherestimates of self-reported
alcohol and drug use than have telephone interviews, and selfadministeredquestionnaireshave yielded higheruse levels than interviewer-administeredquestionnairesin either the personalor telephone
mode. There are, however, several shortcomingsof extant research
that limit the usefulness, reliability,and generalizabilityof these findings. First, there has been little attemptto test theoreticalassumptions
concerningthe origins of observed mode effects; thus little is known
about which characteristics of the interview format bring about the
response effects. Second, there has been little attention to subgroup
variationin interview mode effects and the reasons for this variation.
Thereis some evidence that mode effects vary by race, with the magnitude of mode effects larger for blacks than for whites (Aquilino and
LoSciuto 1990), but little is known about the origin of such variation.
Finally, studies comparingdruguse estimatesin telephoneversus faceto-face surveys have often lacked a true experimentaldesign with random assignment of respondents to interview mode (see Aquilino and
LoSciuto 1990; Gfroererand Hughes 1991) and have confounded effects due to samplingprocedureswith effects due to mode of communication.
The present study was designed to addressthe shortcomingsof prior
research on mode effects in drug surveys. Major goals were: (1) to
isolate the effects due to interview mode itself (versus effects due to
sampling)by conductinga field experimentin a probabilitysample of
adults, with randomassignmentof respondentsto mode of interview,
and in which all effects due to sampling procedures and household
screening would be controlled; (2) to test theoretical assumptions
about how the medium of communication,throughits impact on re-
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sponse anonymity and social distance in the interviewer-respondent
relationship,affects respondents'willingnessto reveal sensitive information; and (3) to test interactionsof interview mode with race/ethnicity as well as theoretical assumptionsconcerninghow the medium
of communication may differentially affect racial and ethnic subgroups.
THEORETICAL

PERSPECTIVES

ON MODE EFFECTS

Recent conceptualizationsof mode effects (Groves 1990;Schwartz et
al. 1991) suggest that two key factors influence respondents' willingness to reveal illegal or socially undesirablebehaviorin an interview:
(1) their belief in the confidentialityof the data they provide and (2)
the degree of anonymityof responses providedby the method of data
collection. Confidentialityreflects respondents' beliefs that their responses will not be revealed to others and that they will not be identified at any time after the interview. Anonymity of responses refers to
whetheror not responses become known to the interviewerduringthe
interview.
Interviewmodes may differ in degree of response anonymityduring
the interviewand in the ability to alleviate respondents'confidentiality
concerns. Self-administeredquestionnairesprovide greateranonymity
of respoItseduringthe interview than interviewer-administered
interviews in either the personal or telephone modes (Bradburn1983).Interview modes that provide high response anonymity should elicit a
greaterwillingness among respondentsto reveal undesirablebehavior
(Schwartzet al. 1991).
Survey modes also may differ in their ability to convince respondents of the confidentiality of their responses after the interview.
Groves (1990) has elucidated a theoreticalperspective, based on psychological communicationtheory, that may account for these mode
differences. Communicationtheorists have emphasizedthe absence of
nonverbalcues in the telephone mode and the influence of nonverbal
cues on the affective relationshipbetween interviewerand respondent.
The absence of nonverbal communicationin the telephone medium
results in greater social distance between interviewerand respondent
than in face-to-face communication.Social distance in the interaction
may be directlyrelatedto the interviewer'sabilityto assuage a respondent's confidentialityconcerns.
If this perspective is correct, the researcher'sconfidentialityclaims
should be more persuasive in the face-to-face interview setting than in
the telephone interview, because of reduced social distance between
interviewer and respondent and increased ability of interviewers to
establish a positive affective relationshipwith the respondent.In addi-
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tion, within the face-to-face mode, the use of SAQs for sensitive questions, because of the increased response anonymity they provide,
should furtherincrease respondents'willingnessto reportillicit or undesirable behavior. Sudman and Bradburn(1974) argued that use of
self-administeredanswer sheets in the context of an in-person interview is one of the best ways to reduce response effects to threatening
questions. To the degree that social distance and response anonymity
influence respondents' willingness to reveal sensitive information,
then, estimates of illicit drug use and alcohol use should be greatest
when SAQs are used in face-to-face interviews, lower when face-toface interviews are entirely interviewer-administered,and lowest in
telephone interviews.
This research was designed to test both the social distance and the
response anonymity hypotheses in regardto interview mode effects.
Comparisonof the telephone and interviewer-administeredpersonal
modes providesa direct test of the social distancehypothesis, since the
interviews are identical save for mode of communicationdifferences.
Comparison of in-person with SAQ mode with the intervieweradministeredin-person mode directly tests the response anonymity
hypothesis, since the interviews are identical except for the use of
self-administeredanswer sheets for recordingsensitive items. Comparing the telephone and in-personwith SAQ modes allows estimationof
the combined effects of social distance in the interviewer-respondent
relationshipand response anonymity.
Testing the confidentiality assumption. The theoretical model out-

lined above posits respondents' confidentialityconcerns as one of the
central underlying mechanisms producing mode effects in sensitive
surveys. I test this assumptionexplicitly in this research. If the credibility of confidentialityguaranteesvaries by interview mode, then interview mode effects should be greatestamongthose respondentswho
are generally more suspicious of the claims of others and least among
respondentswho have higher levels of trust in other people.
Question sensitivity. Extant literature suggests that the impact of
survey mode on responses varies with item sensitivity (Bradburn
1983). Mode effects appear to be minimalin nonthreateningsurveys.
Mode comparisons involving topics such as general health, attitudes
towardsocial issues, and voting behaviorhave consistently shown that
telephone and face-to-face surveys yield comparableresults (Groves,
Miller, and Cannell 1987;Herzog and Rodgers 1988;Herzog, Rodgers,
and Kulka 1983;Rogers 1976;Siemiatycki1979;Wiseman1972).Thus,
a theoreticalmodel of mode effects based on confidentialityconcerns
may hold only for surveys that ask highly threateningquestions concerningillicit, undesirable,or embarrassingbehavior.
The dependentmeasuresincludedin this researchvary in sensitivity
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from recency of alcohol consumption (least sensitive), to recency of
marijuanaand cocaine use (more sensitive), to use of crack cocaine
(most sensitive). I expected therefore that the mode effects predicted
by the theoreticalmodel would be strongerfor the more sensitive items
and weaker for the less sensitive items since the impact of respondent
confidentialityconcerns on responses should vary with the degree of
threat associated with a question.
EMPIRICAL

LITERATURE

ON MODE EFFECTS

IN SENSITIVE

SURVEYS

Comparing interviewer-administered modes: telephone vs. face-to-

face surveys. A number of studies suggest that respondents are less
likely to admit illegal or socially sanctioned behaviors in telephone
than in interviewer-administeredface-to-face surveys. Refusal rates
for sensitive questions tend to be higherin telephone than in personal
interviewing (Groves and Kahn 1979). Telephone respondents were
less likely to report psychiatric symptoms and depression than those
interviewed face-to-face (Henson, Cannell, and Roth 1978) and had
significantlyhigher social desirabilityscores on the Crowne-Marlowe
scales. Employees surveyed by telephone were less willing than those
personallyinterviewedto reveal sensitive informationsuch as unlawful
union campaignpractices and how they intendedto vote in union elections (Herman1977).Kormendi(1988)reportedhighernonresponseto
income questions by telephone in Danish surveys, althoughno mode
differenceswere found in amountof income reported.College students
reportedless illicit druguse when interviewedby telephone than faceto-face (Johnson, Hougland, and Clayton 1989). In a meta-analysisof
mode comparisonsover the last four decades, de Leeuw and van der
Zouwen (1988)concluded that telephone is not as effective as personal
interviewingin asking sensitive questions and evidences higher social
desirabilitybias.
There are a few exceptions to these trends, most notablyin measurement of alcohol consumption. Mangione, Hingson, and Barrett(1982)
reportedsignificantdifferencesbetween telephoneand personalmodes
on only one of 14 measures of drinking.In British surveys of alcohol
use (Sykes and Collins 1988), the telephone elicited less social desirabilitybias for sensitive questions such as drunkenness,and the quantity of alcohol consumptionreportedwas 10 percent higherby phone
than in-person.
Self-administered versus interviewer-administered modes. Recent

studies based on the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse
(NHSDA) questionnairehave consistently found sizable mode effects
when comparingSAQs to interviewer-administeredmodes. Gfroerer
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and Hughes (1991) compareddrug use estimates from a 1988national
telephone survey to the 1988 NHSDA. The telephone survey yielded
significantlylower estimates of marijuanaand cocaine use than did the
NHSDA, which relies on self-administeredanswer sheets for all alcohol and drug items. In a national probabilitysample of ages 12 and
older, Turner, Lessler, and Devore (1992)randomlyassigned respondents to either interviewer-administeredor self-administeredmodes
for answeringdrugand alcohol use questions (all interviewswere done
in person using variants of the NHSDA questionnaire).Higher estimates of marijuana and cocaine use were obtained in the selfadministeredmode; no mode effects were found for alcohol. Similar
results were found in the 1988 wave of the National Longitudinal
Survey of Youth (Schober et al. 1992): respondents given selfadministeredanswer sheets reportedmore marijuanaand cocaine use
than did respondents questioned directly by the interviewer.
Racial/ethnic variation in mode effects. In one of the few studies to

report subgroup variation in mode effects, Aquilino and LoSciuto
(1990;Aquilino 1992)compared drug use estimates from two surveys
of the 18-34-year-old population in the state of New Jersey: a telephone survey and a face-to-face survey using self-administeredanswer
sheets. The results suggesteda strongrace-by-modeinteractionin selfreported drug use. Significant mode effects were found for blacks'
self-reportedalcohol, marijuana,and cocaine use, with lower estimates
by telephone than in the personal mode with self-administeredanswer
sheets. There were few significantmode effects for whites. Based on
these results, I predictedthat the hypothesizedmode effects would be
significantlylargerfor minoritiesthan for whites.
One of the weaknesses of the New Jersey studies is that they provide
no clue as to why mode effects might differ by race or ethnicity. The
currentanalysis attempts to expand knowledge in this area by testing
one hypothesis linking mode effects to race: consistent with the theoreticalframeworkoutlined above, I predictedthat differencesin mode
effects by race/ethnicityare due, at least in part, to racial/ethnicdifferences in the magnitudeof respondents' confidentialityconcerns. Specifically, I hypothesizedthat racial/ethnicdifferencesin the magnitude
of mode effects can be accounted for by racial/ethnic differences in
respondents'beliefs concerningthe trustworthinessof others.
RESEARCH

DESIGN

THE TELEPHONE

PROBLEMS

IN COMPARISONS

INVOLVING

MODE

There are design problems that limit the usefulness of much prior research comparingdrug use estimates from telephone and face-to-face
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modes (see Aquilino 1992;Aquilino and LoSciuto 1990;Gfroererand
Hughes 1991).' In studies involving telephone interviewing, respondents were not randomly assigned to interview modes. The face-toface interviews were done with a sample drawn through multistage
area probabilitysamplingwith in-person screeningof households; the
telephone interviews were conducted with a sample drawn through
randomdigit dialing (RDD). This methodology confounds differences
due to samplingprocedureswith differences due to the mode of communication itself. Sampling frame differences can be controlled by
eliminatingall households without telephones. Nevertheless, it is not
possible to rule out completely the possibility that the observed mode
differences in these studies were a function of differentialpatternsof
nonresponse to the two sampling procedures and not to interview
mode itself. Screening nonresponse is an especially likely source of
differences between the area probability and RDD samples. In the
New Jersey surveys (Aquilino and LoSciuto 1990), for example, the
numberof households who refused the screeninginterviewfor eligibility and respondent selection was much higherin the RDD sample (14
percent) than in the area probabilitysample (3 percent). Nonrespondents to telephone and face-to-face surveys may differ in ways that
affect the mode comparisons. Thus, a core objective of this research
was to design a field experimentin which effects of samplingmethod
and screeningnonresponsewould be controlled, so that effects due to
mode of administrationcould be isolated.

Hypotheses
This research tested the following specific hypotheses:
1. The use of self-administeredanswer sheets in a face-to-face survey will yield higher drug use estimates than an intervieweradministeredface-to-face survey. This tests the degree to which
response anonymity affects willingness to reveal sensitive information.
2. An interviewer-administeredface-to-face survey will yield
telehigher drug use estimates than an interviewer-administered
1. AlthoughJohnson,Hougland,and Clayton(1989)did attemptan experimentalmanipulationof interviewmode (telephonevs. face-to-face),their sampleof college students
at a single university is unrepresentativeof the adult populationnationally,and in a
large proportionof cases respondents were not interviewed in their assigned mode.
Turner,Lessler, and Devore (1992) performeda nationallyrepresentativerandomized
experimenton mode effects in druguse studies;however, the telephonemode was not
includedin this research.
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3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
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phone survey. This tests the impact of social distance in the interviewer-respondentrelationshipon response tendencies.
The use of self-administeredanswer sheets in a face-to-face survey will yield higher drug use estimates than will a telephone
survey due to the combined effects of greaterresponse anonymity and less social distance in the SAQ mode.
Mode effects will be significantlylargerfor minoritiesthan for
whites.
Mode effects will be largerfor more sensitive items.
The magnitudeof mode effects will vary with the degree of respondents' confidentialityconcerns, that is, mode effects will
be largerfor respondentswho express higherlevels of mistrust
in others.
The differences between minoritiesand whites in the magnitude
of mode effects are a function of racial/ethnicdifferencesin
confidentialityconcerns.

Methods
THE SAMPLE

Interviews were completed with 2,417 adults aged 18-45 drawn
througha multistagearea probabilitysampleof dwellingunits in the 37
largest StandardMetropolitanStatisticalAreas (SMSAs) in the United
States. These SMSAs account for 36.4 percent of the nation's population.2Ruralcounties and smallerSMSAs were excluded from the sampling frame as a cost control measure. The sample was restricted to
younger adults in order to maximize the chances of interviewingcurrent and recent users of illicit drugs. Blacks and Hispanics were
double-sampled,and interviews were conducted in English and Spanish. Data collection proceeded from June to December 1991.A screening response rate of 94.3 percent and an interview response rate of
80.6 percentwere achieved. Interviewresponse rates were nearlyidentical in the three modes: 80.2 percent, 81.5 percent, and 80.1 percent,
respectively, for the SAQ, personal/no SAQ, and telephone modes.
Case weights were computedand used in all regressionanalyses and
population estimates of drug use. The final case weight reflects six
components: differentialselection probabilitiesof listing areas based
on ethnicity (oversamplingof Blacks and Hispanics);the probabilities

2. Data collection and samplingwere carriedout by the Institutefor Survey Research
at Temple University.
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of housingunit selection withinlistingareas;differentialscreeningnonresponse by ethnicity, region, and populationsize; numberof eligibles
in the household; differentialinterview nonresponse by ethnicity, region, and population size; and a poststratificationweight to align the
distributionswith 1990census data on age, sex, ethnicity, and region.
It should be noted that the significancetests in the regressionanalyses
have not been adjustedto reflecttwo sources of variation:the clustered
natureof the sample and the use of case weights. Thus, the true standard errors may be somewhat largerthan those reported.
EXPERIMENTAL

DESIGN

AND CONTROLS

Screening and respondent selection. All households in the sample

were screened in person for eligibility. One respondentwas randomly
selected if more than one adult aged 18-45 resided in the household.
To determineeligibility, the screening interview asked for the ages of
all males age 18-45 and all females age 18-45 living in the household.
For respondent selection (if more than one eligible), each household
had been randomlyassigned to one of four selection criteria:youngest
male, oldest male, youngest female, or oldest female. If there were
no eligibles of the assigned sex, a second selection criteria had been
randomlyassigned (youngest or oldest of the other sex). All respondents in the study were selected using identical sampling, screening,
eligibility, and respondent selection procedures. Thus, differential
screening nonresponse can be ruled out as a cause of any observed
mode effects.
Assignmentto mode. Each housingunit in the samplewas randomly
assigned to one of three interview modes: (1) SAQ, a face-to-face
interview using self-administeredanswer sheets for drug and alcohol
items; (2) personal/no SAQ, a face-to-face interviewin which all questions were asked and responses recorded directly by the interviewer;
and (3) telephone, the interview was conductedby telephonefrom the
interviewer's home. Households without telephones were excluded
from all analyses to preserve comparabilityamong groups (169 of the
2,417 cases had no telephone). The random assignment of cases to
mode was done within clusters; each individualhouseholdin the sample was randomlyassigned to mode. Thus the usual impactof clustering on sample variances is offset to some degree since the cases in the
differentmodes come from the same clusters.
Confidentiality guarantees. Before beginning the interview, all re-

spondentswere given the following confidentialityguaranteeverbally:
"The answers to questions we ask will be kept strictly confidential.
No names are ever connected with the survey and the interview is
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completely anonymous." A letter with this guaranteewas also sent to
every household in the sample prior to screening.
Questionnaires.The questionnaireswere adaptedfrom the 1990National Household Survey on DrugAbuse (NHSDA) questionnaire,and
translationinto Spanishwas based on the NHSDA Spanishtranslation.
Questionwording, question order, and response categorieswere identical in all three modes. No show cards were used in the SAQ or
personalmodes to insure comparabilityto the telephone mode. Where
necessary, the numberof response categories was shortenedor question unfoldingtechniques were used (Miller 1984)to obviate the need
for show cards. Mode differences in question wording or sequencing
can be ruled out as sources of mode effects.
SAQprocedures. In the SAQ mode, interviewersnever saw or heard
the respondent's answers. Interviewers read the instructions at the
start of each drug sequence and, if the respondent desired, read the
questions aloud while the respondent completed the answer sheet.
Before beginning the drug and alcohol sequences, interviewers said:
"I will give you an answer sheet to markyour answers. The questions
are set up so that I will not know what your answers are." Answer
sheets were sealed in an envelope in the respondent'spresence upon
completionof the interview. No names were recordedon the questionnaires or answer sheets.
Interviewers.The same set of interviewersconductedthe interviews
in all three modes. About one-thirdof each interviewer's assignment
was done in person with SAQs, one-thirdwas done in-personwithout
SAQs, and one-thirdwas done by telephone. Because this was a national sample, it was necessary to have the interviewersconduct the
telephone interviews from their homes, ratherthan from a centralized
telephone interviewing center, so that the same interviewers could
execute the data collection in all three modes. Thus, mode differences
in interviewer characteristics can be ruled out as a source of mode
effects in estimatingdrug usage.
Every attemptwas made to recruitexperiencedinterviewersfor this
study-interviewers who could be trusted to carry out faithfully the
researchdesign and who were known to do high qualitywork in previous surveys. As a group they had over 11 years interviewingexperience on the average. Nearly all interviewerswere women; their average age was 48 years, with 14.5 years of school completed (82 percent
of the interviewers had at least some college, and about a third were
college graduates).Over 85 percent of the interviews were conducted
by someone with previous interviewing experience in drug use surveys. About 80 percent of the interviews were conducted by white
interviewers,the remainderby black and Hispanicinterviewers.About
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one-third of the interviews were conducted by an interviewer of a
different race than the respondent; this was far more likely among
black and Hispanicthan amongwhite respondents.Race of interviewer
effects are reportedin the results section below.
Data analysis. Independent variables included interview mode,
race/ethnicity, and respondent mistrust of others. Two dummy variables were constructedto tap mode of interview:personal (coded 1 if
the interview was conducted face-to-face without SAQs) and telephone. The SAQ mode was the omitted category in regressionanalyses. Two dummyvariableswere createdfor race: black (non-Hispanic)
and Hispanic (including all Hispanic groups). White/other was the
omitted category. The mistrust of others measure was based on an
item from the General Social Survey (Davis and Smith 1984).As part
of a largerlist of attitudeitems, respondentswere asked if they mostly
agreed or mostly disagreedwith the following statement:most people
can be trusted (coded 1 if disagreed, 0 if agreed; thus, a higher score
indicates more mistrustof others). This item was asked after all drug
and alcohol questions were completed.
Consistent with previous research on mode effects in druguse surveys (Aquilino1992;Turner,Lessler, and Devore 1992),the dependent
measures chosen for this analysis focus on three substances: marijuana, cocaine, and alcohol. Orderedcategoricalvariables were constructedto indicate the recency of use of these substances (0 = never
used, 1 = used more than a year ago, 2 = used in the past 12 months,
3 = used in the past 30 days). To tap more sensitive aspects of substance use, I includedin the analyses a binaryvariablefor use of crack
cocaine (coded 1 if ever used, 0 otherwise), and an orderedcategorical
variablefor frequency of drunkennessover the past 12 months (coded
0 = never, 1 = less than once a month, 2 = one to three times a
month, 3 = once a week or more). Orderedlogit models (see Winship
and Mare [1984]for a description of orderedlogit and orderedprobit
models) were fit for the orderedcategoricalvariables(recency of marijuana, cocaine, and alcohol use and drunkenness);binarylogit models
were fit for use of crack.3Weighteddata are used in all logit analyses.
3. The orderedlogit model(WinshipandMare 1984)treatsthe distributionof the ordered
dependentvariableas a series of binarydecisions;i.e., one could computethe probability of a respondentfallinginto category 1 versus a highercategory,then the probability
of fallinginto category2 or below versus category3 or higher,and so forththroughthe
distribution.Witha four-pointdependentmeasure,thereare three such binarycontrasts
possible. The orderedlogit model simultaneouslyfits a maximumlikelihoodsolutionfor
the entireset of binarycontrastsacross the distribution.The resultsare logit coefficients
that indicatethe effect of the independentvariableon the log odds of a respondentbeing
one category higher versus one category lower on the scale (the coefficients can also
be exponentiatedto reveal the effect of the independentvariableon the odds of falling
in a highercategory).The [L(l)and [L(2)values give the cutoff pointsfor the distribution
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Because explicit hypotheses were tested in these models, one-tailed
tests of significancewere used. Marginallysignificantfindings(p < .10)
are noted in the results, but these should be interpretedwith caution.
Of the five dependent variables, I assume that use of crack was the
most sensitive item, due to the large amount of negative publicity in
recent years concerningits addictiveness and harmfuleffects. Use of
marijuanaand cocaine would also be sensitive questions, since they
ask about illicit behavior, but would most likely be somewhat less
sensitive than crack. Questions concerningalcohol use should be less
sensitive than marijuana,cocaine, or crack, since such questions do
not address illegal behavior (at least for those age 21 and above). Frequency of drunkennessis likely a more sensitive questionthanrecency
of alcohol use, which should be the least sensitive of the five variables.
The hypothesized mode effects should be largestfor crack, somewhat
smaller for the marijuana,cocaine, and drunkennessindicators, and
smallest for alcohol use.

Results
Random assignment to interview mode resulted in three groups with
nearly identical demographiccharacteristics (table 1). The between
group similaritiesin backgroundvariables support the assertion that
mode differences in self-reporteddruguse cannot be attributedto differentialpatternsof nonresponseamongeligible respondents.Because
the demographicprofiles of respondents are unrelated to interview
mode, there was little reason to use demographiccharacteristicsas
control variables in response effects models.
EFFECTS

OF INTERVIEW

HYPOTHESES 1, 2, AND

MODE ON DRUG USE ESTIMATES:

3

Weighted estimates of drug and alcohol use for the total sample and
by race are presented in table 2. In the total sample, the predicted
pattern of effects (SAQ should show highest estimates, lower in personal mode, least by telephone) can be seen for marijuanaand cocaine
use: for all three indicators of marijuanause, ever used cocaine, and
of predictedvalues; LIMDEPfixes the firstcutpoint, l(O),at zero. Thus, the parameter
estimates in LIMDEPrepresentdeviationsfrom the first cutpoint. A case with a predictedvalue below pl(O)is predictedto fall into the first(lowest) categoryof the distribuand 1p(l)is
tion on the dependentvariable;a case with a predictedvalue between pI(O)
predictedto fall in the second categoryof the distribution;between ,u(l) and 1j(2)in the
thirdcategoryof the distribution;and a value above ji(2) in the third(highest)category
of the distribution.

Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of the Sample by Mode
of Interview (Unweighted Estimates)
Interview Mode
Test of

Personal

With SAQ No SAQ Telephone Significancea
No. of cases
Mean age (years)
Sex (%):
Male
Female
Race (%):
Hispanic
White
Black
Other
Maritalstatus (%):
Married
Separated/divorced/
widowed
Never married
Ever remarried(%)
Currentlycohabiting(%)
Educationstatus (%):
Less than high school
graduate
High school graduate
Some college
College graduate
College student
Work status (%):
Full-time
Part-time
Unemployed
Not in laborforce
Household income (%):
Under $10,000
$10,000-29,999
$30,000-49,999
$50,000+

759
32

749
32

740
32

43
57

45
55

43
57

n.s.

16
59
22
3

17
57
24
3

15
59
23
3

n.s.

43

47

46

n.s.

15
42
11
7

15
39
11
6

15
39
12
6

n.s.
n.s.

10
28
21
28
12

11
31
20
28
10

12
29
20
27
12

n.s.

70
11
5
14

69
13
6
13

71
13
5
12

n.s.

11
29
29
32

12
26
28
35

10
26
31
33

n.s.

NOTE.-SAQ = self-administeredquestionnaire.
F-test was computedfor age, x2for all other variables.

a
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ever used crack, the SAQ mode yielded the highest use estimates,
the personal mode lower estimates, and telephone mode the lowest
estimates. The results are not as clear for the two alcohol measures,
althoughthe SAQ mode did provide the highest estimates of alcohol
use in the past month and getting drunk once a week or more. The
predictedpattern was evident for blacks on all measures save recent
alcohol use but was less evident for whites and Hispanics.4
Ordinal and binary logit models testing the significance of mode
effects are presented in table 3 (one-tailedtests). Models were fit both
without (model 1) and with (model 2) race-by-interview-modeinteraction terms. Dummyvariableswere includedfor personaland telephone
modes, with SAQ the omitted category. Tests for significantdifferences between the personal/no SAQ and telephone modes were also
computed, based on the variance-covariancematrixof the estimates.5
The models without interactionterms (table 3) provide modest support for hypothesis 1. The personal mode without SAQs yielded only
marginallysignificant (p < .10) lower estimates of cocaine use and
alcohol use than did the SAQ mode, with no significanteffects for
marijuana,crack, or drunkenness.This suggests that, for the sample
as a whole, response anonymityhad only weak effects on willingness
to report substance use.
Somewhat stronger support was obtained for hypothesis 2. Estimates of crack use, the most sensitive of the five substance use measures, were significantlylower by telephone than in the personalmode
withoutSAQs. Estimatesof marijuanaand cocaine use were also lower
by telephone than in the personal/no SAQ mode, althoughthe effects
were only marginallysignificant(p < .10). There were no differences
between these two modes on the alcohol measuresfor the total sample.
The effects for the three illicit drug variables are consistent with the
notion that social distance in the interviewer-respondentrelationship
influences willingness to reveal sensitive information.
The models in table 3 provide the strongestsupportfor hypothesis 3.
4. It is importantto note that this researchprovidesno objective standardby which to
judge the relativevalidityof druguse estimatesfrom the three modes. However, to the
extent that respondentsfeel threatenedby sensitive questions,it is reasonableto expect
that underreportingof drug use would be the largest threat to validity (Sudmanand
Bradburn1974;Bradburnet al. 1978).If underreportingis the largestthreatto validity,
bias is assumed to be stronger in the mode that furnishes the lower estimate of the
undesirableor illegal behavior(Biemer 1988;Sudmanet al. 1977).
5. The formulafor computingthese t-tests was
03 - 0~2
- 02 =SE(33
tP3
33-I2
- I2)
where
SE(133-

082) =

V\/VAR(13) + VAR(12)- 2COV(0302).
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The telephone mode yielded significantlylower levels of self-reported
marijuana,cocaine, and crack use than did the SAQ mode. Also, the
size of the effects in comparingthe telephone and SAQ modes is much
greater than in the other mode comparisons (SAQ vs. personal/no
SAQ; telephone vs. personal/no SAQ). No effects were found for the
alcohol variables. For the sample as a whole, then, the combined effects of response anonymity (use of SAQs) and less social distance in
the face-to-face mode significantlyinfluencedestimates of illicit drug
use, comparedto the telephone mode.
For illicit substances only, the results of model 1 in table 3 are
generallyconsistent with the theoreticalmodel: admissionof druguse
was most likely in the personalmode with SAQs, less likely in personal
mode without SAQs, and was the least likely in the telephone mode.
MODE EFFECTS

BY RACE/ETHNICITY:

HYPOTHESIS

4

The models with mode-by-race/ethnicityinteraction terms (table 3,
model 2) provided partial supportfor hypothesis 4 that the predicted
mode effects would be strongerfor minoritiesthan for whites. Significant negative (p < .05) race-by-modeinteractionterms were found for
marijuanaand drunkenness,and marginallysignificantnegative terms
for cocaine and crack (p < .10). All but one of the significantinteraction terms are in the predicted direction and indicate largermode differentialsfor blacks and Hispanics than for whites.
To clarify the direction and magnitudeof mode effect differentials
by race/ethnicity, mode effects models were fit separatelyfor blacks,
whites, and Hispanics on the four dependentvariableswith significant
interactionterms. These models (presentedin table 4; one-tailedtests)
show that the hypothesized mode effects are much more likely to be
found for blacks than for whites. Whetheror not SAQs were used in
the face-to-face mode had no impact on whites' self-reporteddruguse
(personal/no SAQ vs. SAQ comparison). For blacks, however, not
using SAQs in the face-to-face mode had a consistently negative effect
on drug use estimates, with significanteffects for cocaine and crack.
The magnitudeof the differences between the SAQ mode and the
telephone mode was also largerfor blacks than for whites; significant
and large negative effects for telephone versus SAQ mode are found
on all four substances in table 4 for blacks, while on only two substances for whites (cocaine and crack). Similarresults can be seen for
the telephone versus personal/no SAQ comparison between blacks
and whites. Overall, all 12 of the mode contrasts for blacks in table 4
are in the predicted direction, and eight of the 12 contrasts are significant. For whites, seven of the 12 contrasts are in the predicteddirection, and only three are significant.This is despite the fact that the
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power to detect mode effects is largerfor whites than for blacks due
to larger sample sizes.
The results for Hispanics are not as clear as for blacks (table 4).
There are no significantmode effects for cocaine or crack use among
Hispanics. However, the significanteffects for marijuanaand drunkenness are in the expected direction: the SAQ mode furnished higher
estimates for these measures than both the personal/no SAQ mode
and the telephone mode, while no mode differences were seen for
whites' marijuanause or drunkenness.It is the minorities,both blacks
and Hispanics, who appear especially sensitive to the response anonymity furnished by use of self-administeredanswer sheets versus
having to answer sensitive questions directly to the interviewer. It is
importantto note that there were no differencesfor Hispanicsbetween
the two interviewer-administeredmodes (telephone and personal), indicating that response anonymity (throughuse of SAQs) may have
played more of a role in mode effects amongHispanics than did social
distance in the interviewer-respondentrelationship.
MODE EFFECTS

BY ITEM SENSITIVITY:

HYPOTHESIS

5

As predicted (hypothesis 5), the magnitudeof the expected mode effects varied with item sensitivity. The largest mode effects were found
for crack use (especially for blacks), arguablythe most sensitive of
the variables included in these analyses. Significantalthough smaller
mode effects were found for marijuanause and cocaine use and for
drunkenness(blacks and Hispanicsonly). Recency of alcohol use, considered the least threateningquestion of the set, was the dependent
variableleast affected by interview mode.
TESTING

THE CONFIDENTIALITY

ASSUMPTION:

HYPOTHESIS

6

Althoughthe results described above are consistent with a theoretical
model that emphasizes confidentialityissues as a source of mode effects, they provide no direct evidence for the contentionthat interview
modes differ in their ability to assuage confidentialityconcerns and
that such differences are related to response effects. One of the goals
of this research was to operationalizethis theoreticalassumptionand
test the propositionthat the observed mode effects are indeed linked
to respondents' confidentialityconcerns. To do this, I assumed that
respondentswho are in generalmore mistrustingof others will be more
mistrustfulof researchers' confidentialityclaims, that is, they will be
harderto convince than respondentswho are more trustingof others.
Thus, to the degree that interview modes differin theirabilityto alleviate confidentiality concerns, one would predict that mode effects
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would be larger among the more suspicious respondents and smaller
among the more trustingones (hypothesis 6). Because a higher score
on the mistrust variable indicates more mistrust of others, evidence
for this hypothesis would be significant, negative, mode-by-mistrust
interactionterms in the substance use models.
I should note that the mistrust item was also asked in three modes
(SAQ, personal/no SAQ, and telephone), raising the possibility that
this indicatoris confounded with interview mode and thereforeunusable as a variableexplainingmode effects. The response distributions
for this variablewere nearly identicalin all three modes amongwhites
and blacks (data not shown). Chi-squaretests of association between
interviewmode and mistrustwere nonsignificantfor whites and blacks.
Thus, confoundingof the mistrust measure with interview mode was
not a problemfor white and black respondents.The same was not true
for Hispanics, where responses differed substantiallyby mode, and
the x2for association was borderlinesignificant(p = .16). Due to the
potentialconfounding,I excluded Hispanicsfrom subsequentanalyses
includingmistrust and mode-by-mistrustinteractionterms.
Models testing the predicted mode-by-mistrustinteractionsare presented in table 5 (one-tailed tests). The results furnish considerable
supportfor hypothesis 6 (see table 5, model 1 for each drugcategory).
In models for recency of marijuana,cocaine, and alcohol use, the
predictedmode-by-mistrustinteractionterms are significantin the expected direction(only the mistrust x personaltermis significantin the
alcohol use model; the mistrust x telephone term is in the predicted
directionbut nonsignificant).These interactionsindicate that the predicted differentialsbetween the telephone and SAQ modes and between the personal and SAQ modes are significantlylargeramong the
more mistrustfulrespondents.These findingssupportthe core theoretical assumptionthat respondentconfidentialityconcerns are one of the
underlyingmechanismsproducingmode effects to sensitive questions
and that survey modes differ in their ability to allay confidentiality
concerns. The predicted mode-by-mistrustinteractionterms were not
found, however, for crack and drunkenness.
MISTRUST

AND MODE EFFECTS

BY RACE:

HYPOTHESIS

7

The models in table 5 also test the predictionthat racial differencesin
mistrustof others account for the observed differencesbetween blacks
and whites in the magnitudeof mode effects (hypothesis 7). Mistrust
in this sample was highly related to race, with blacks (44 percent)
much less likely than whites (69 percent) to believe that most people
can be trusted. It is plausible to expect, then, (1) that researcherswill
have more difficultyin alleviatingthe confidentialityconcerns of blacks
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than those of whites and (2) that racial differencesin the magnitudeof
mode effects may be accounted for by racial differencesin sensitivity
to confidentialityissues. My specific prediction was that adding the
mode-by-mistrustinteraction terms to models containing mode-byrace interaction terms would reduce the mode-by-race interaction
terms to nonsignificance.Models 2 and 3 in table 5 provide little supportfor this hypothesis. The race-by-modeinteractionterms are essentially unaffected by the introductionof mode-by-mistrustinteraction
terms into the models (comparingthe interaction terms in models 2
and 3 under each substance category). This suggests that racial differences in mistrust of others do not explain racial differences in the
magnitudeof interview mode effects.
RACE OF INTERVIEWER

EFFECTS

As noted in the methods section, blacks and Hispanicswere muchless
likely than whites to be interviewed by someone of the same race/
ethnicity. I examined the possibility that mode effects vary by race of
interviewerby testing mode-by-interviewerrace interactionterms in
the models for blacks and Hispanics (data not shown). Race of interviewer had no impact on mode effects amongblacks. There were two
significanteffects for Hispanics:for recency of alcohol use and drunkenness, the difference between the in-person with SAQ and the inperson/no SAQ modes (with SAQ furnishingthe higherestimates)was
significantlygreaterwhen Hispanics were interviewedby someone of
the same ethnicity. Thus, there is no evidence that the mode effects
found in this research resulted only from differencesin race/ethnicity
between respondent and interviewer.
IMPACT

OF CASE WEIGHTS

All analyses describedabove were based on weighteddata. The results
of the analyses reported in tables 3 and 4 are nearly identical when
unweighteddata are used (analyses not shown). The largest difference
between weighted and unweighted analyses occurs in table 5. The
coefficients for the interaction terms "mistrust-by-telephone"and
"mistrust-by-personal"are reduced in magnitudein the unweighted
analyses and dropbelow significancefor cocaine and alcohol (the marijuana terms remain significant). The standarderrors are nearly the
same in both sets of analyses, and the differencesin significancederive
from differences in the estimates of the beta coefficients themselves.
It is likely that the weighted analyses provide a better estimate of the
populationbeta coefficients than do the unweightedanalyses.
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Discussion
MAJOR FINDINGS

ON MODE DIFFERENCES

Predictionsconcerningresponse anonymitywere partiallysupported.
Response anonymity in a sensitive interview has a greater potential
impact on minorities than on whites. Blacks reported significantly
lower levels of cocaine and crack use, and Hispanics lower levels of
marijuanause and drunkenness, when SAQs were not used in the
face-to-face interview. No response anonymityeffects were found for
whites. Greater social distance between interviewer and respondent
resulted in lower respondent willingness to reveal sensitive information. For the sample as a whole, the telephone mode yielded lower
estimates of marijuana,cocaine, and crack use than did the interviewer-administeredpersonal survey (no effects were found for alcohol). These two modes differed only in mode of communicationbetween interviewerand respondent.Thus, the results supportthe notion
that increased social distance in the telephone mode makes it harderto
assuage respondentconfidentialityconcerns. As expected, the largest
mode effects were seen in the comparison of telephone and SAQ
modes, with telephone yielding significantlylower estimates of marijuana, cocaine, crack, and alcohol use than the SAQ mode. This reflects the combined effects of response anonymityand social distance
on response effects.
The predictionthat mode effects would be largerfor minoritiesthan
for whites was strongly supported for blacks but only weakly supported for Hispanics. The mode contrasts for blacks were much more
likely to be in the predicteddirectionand to be significantthanwere the
mode contrastsamongwhites. The results are not as clear, however, in
comparingHispanics to whites. The hypothesized impact of response
anonymity (use of SAQs in the face-to-face mode) was more evident
for Hispanics than for whites. However, there were no significanteffects for Hispanicsin the contrastsinvolvingsocial distance(i.e., mode
of communicationeffects comparingthe interviewer-administered
telephone and face-to-face modes).
The mode effects found in this study fit well with prior research
suggesting lower reports of illicit drug use by telephone than with
SAQs (Aquilinoand LoSciuto 1990;Gfroererand Hughes 1991;Johnson, Hougland, and Clayton 1989). These results supportthe conclusion that interview mode effects are largerfor blacks than for whites
on measures of alcohol, marijuana,and cocaine use when comparing
SAQ to telephone modes (Aquilino and LoSciuto 1990). The current
findings are consistent with the recent work of Turner, Lessler, and
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Devore (1992), who reported higher levels of self-reportedmarijuana
and cocaine use in face-to-face interviews using SAQs than in the
interviewer-administeredface-to-face survey, although the present
study suggests that the SAQ effects are strongerfor minorities than
for whites. The results also support the notion (Bradburn1983) that
the magnitudeof mode effects varies positively with item sensitivity:
the largest mode effects were seen for crack cocaine use, and lowest
effects for recency of alcohol use.
The analyses described above furnisha complex patternof results.
Looking over the set of dependentvariables, it is clear that not all of
the predictedeffects were significant.Althoughthe analyses do furnish
considerablesupportfor the hypotheses, the results are by no means
uniform, and more research is needed to replicate and expand these
findings.It is importantto note, however, that all the significanteffects
found in this research were in the predicted direction, and that no
significanteffects in a direction opposite to those hypothesized were
found.
IMPLICATIONS

FOR A THEORY

OF MODE EFFECTS

The results of this research support Groves's (1990) contention that
telephone and face-to-face survey modes differ in the strengthof their
confidentialityguarantees.Greatersocial distance in the affective relationship between interviewer and respondentin the telephone mode,
compared to face-to-face, makes it more difficultfor interviewers to
assuage respondents' confidentiality concerns. Thus, the telephone
mode is more susceptible than face-to-face modes to underreporting
of sensitive or socially undesirablebehavior. Additionally,the mode
differentialsfound in this research support the contention (Bradburn
1983; Schwartz et al. 1991; Sudman and Bradburn1974)that the response anonymityprovidedby use of self-administeredanswer sheets
furtherincreases respondents' willingness to reveal sensitive information in the face-to-face mode (at least among minorities).The largest
mode differentialsfor use of illicit drugs were observed in comparing
the telephone mode to the face-to-face mode with SAQs. The size of
these differentialsreflects the combined effects of credibilityof confidentiality claims (due to social distance in telephone vs. face-to-face
communication)and response anonymity duringthe interview (SAQ
vs. interviewer-administereditems).
The analyses also provide direct evidence for the theoreticalnotion
that mode effects in sensitive surveys stem in part from respondent
confidentialityconcerns (Groves 1990). Mode effects varied with degree of respondents' mistrust in others (hypothesis 6). Among black
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and white respondents, mode differentialsfor recency of marijuana,
cocaine, and alcohol use were significantlylargerin the expected direction among the more mistrustfulrespondents (mode differentialsfor
crack and drunkennessdid not vary significantlyby respondent mistrust). I make the assumptionthat more mistrustfulrespondentshave
greaterconfidentialityconcerns than more trustingrespondents.Given
this assumption, the results for marijuana,cocaine, and alcohol are
consistent with the theory that interview mode effects on responses to
sensitive questions are due to mode differences in the ability to make
convincing confidentialityguaranteesto respondents. It appearsto be
more difficultfor interviewers to allay the concerns of suspicious respondentsover the telephone thanin a face-to-facesituation.Response
anonymity offered by the SAQs also seems to strengthen the researcher's confidentialityclaims.
Contrary to hypothesis 7, however, I was not able to show that
racial/ethnic differences in magnitudeof confidentialityconcerns account for racial/ethnicdifferencesin size of the predictedmode effects.
Differences between blacks and whites in magnitudeof mode effects
were not accounted for by introducingthe effects of respondentmistrustinto the models. Althoughnot explicitly supportedin these analyses, this hypothesis should not be discounted. This research demonstratesthat credibilityof confidentialityclaims does play a role in mode
effects. It also indicates that there may be sizable differencesamong
racial/ethnicgroupsin degree of confidentialityconcerns. The hypothesis placing confidentialityissues at the heart of racial/ethnic differences in mode effects needs to be tested with more accurate and detailed measurementof respondents' attitudes and beliefs concerning
survey participationand survey confidentiality.
It is likely that confidentialityissues and response anonymityare not
the only mechanisms underlyinginterview mode effects on response
tendencies. The fact that controllingfor respondent mistrust did not
explain the racial difference in magnitude of mode effects suggests
that other factors may be involved. Respondents' cognitions, both in
understandingthe questions and in mechanisms of formulatinga response, may also differ by mode of interview (Schwartz et al. 1991).
It is possible that respondentstake more time and are more thoughtful
in responding to questions on a self-administeredform than when
asked directly by the interviewer. The telephone interview may give
respondents the least amount of time to organize informationfrom
memory and fit this informationto precoded response categories. The
impact of interview mode on cognitive and memory factors may also
vary by race, ethnicity, or other respondentcharacteristics.These are
questionsthat need to be addressedin futureresearchon the processes
by which interview mode influences response tendencies.
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AND IMPLICATIONS

RESEARCH

Response anonymity assumption. In this research I tested the re-

sponse anonymity hypothesis by comparingface-to-face modes with
and without the use of SAQs and assumed that the telephone mode
provided no more response anonymity than the intervieweradministeredface-to-face mode. There may be some disagreement
concerningthis assumption. It has been argued,for example, that the
RDD telephone survey provides greater anonymity to respondents
thanthe in-personsurvey (at least if names are not taken), since neither
the name or address of the respondent is known to the interviewer
(Bradburn1983). This aspect of the RDD design was lacking in the
present study because all households were visited personally for
screening. The question is whether the results would have been different if the households of telephone respondents had not been visited
personally for screening. Although plausible, this seems unlikely.
Studies comparingdrug use estimates in RDD telephone versus faceto-face modes have consistently reportedlower levels of drug use by
telephone than face-to-face (Aquilino 1992; Gfroerer and Hughes
1991). Concurrentlywith the field experimentreportedin this article,
I also conductedan RDD survey of the counties includedin the experimental design. Preliminarycomparisonsof these data to the three experimental modes suggest that the mode differentialsfor the RDDtelephone mode versus both the SAQ and personal/no SAQ modes are
as large or largerthan the differentialsseen for the telephone mode in
the field experiment.6It is likely, then, that the cold calls made in the
RDD design would make it more difficult to convince wary respondents of the survey's legitimacy and confidentiality,compared with
the telephone mode included in these analyses.
Sample size. Althoughthe sample sizes in this researchappearadequate for the more commonly used substances, such as alcohol and
lifetime use of marijuana,they are too small for measuringlow prevalence forms of illicit drug use with any precision, especially among
populationsubgroups. Because cocaine use has droppeddramatically
in the general household population since 1985, this sample of over
2,000 younger adults captured only a small number of current and
recent cocaine users and lifetime crack users. The lower precision of
measurement(for statistically "rare" behaviors)made it more difficult
to detect significantmode effects, due to the large standarderrorsfor
the low prevalence estimates. In some cases, even seemingly large
6. Results availablefrom the authorupon request. Full explicationof comparisonsinvolving the RDD sample is beyond the scope of this article.
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mode differences were only marginallysignificantor nonsignificant.
To increase the reliability of results, research on mode effects with
low prevalence behaviors needs to have considerably larger sample
sizes than was possible in this study.
The relatively small sample sizes complicatedthe analysis for Hispanics. The results for Hispanics were not as clear as for whites and
blacks, most likely because several ethnic groupsare subsumedunder
the Hispanic classification.The impactof survey mode may well differ
among Mexican Americans, Cubans, Puerto Ricans, and other Hispanic groups. Even with double sampling,however, the sample sizes
for the several Hispanic groups were too small to permitestimationof
effects for each group individually. Future research on mode effects
and ethnicity would benefit from having largersamples of each of the
major Hispanic groups (although the cost of developing these large
oversampleswould be high).
Measurementof mistrust. The measurementof mistrust in this research was too simplistic to provide a thorough and reliable test of
theoreticalassumptionsconcerningconfidentialityissues (althoughthe
effects for mistrust are consistent with theory). The strength of the
linkage between respondents' general mistrust of others and specific
respondentbeliefs about survey confidentialityis unknown. In future
research, it would be preferableto obtain more complete measures of
respondent beliefs about survey confidentialityin general as well as
measures of trust in the particularsurvey they are participatingin. In
a mode effects study, it would also be better to obtain these measures
in a standardway across experimentalgroups, so that measures of
confidentialitybeliefs are not themselves influenced by mode of interview.
Item sensitivity. There is a problemwith estimatingitem sensitivity
based on the subjectivejudgment of the researcher.The issues at the
heart of the mode comparisons in this research, confidentialityconcerns and response anonymity, are highly related to item sensitivity
or threat, as perceived by the respondent. In general, research on
interview mode effects, including the present effort, suffers from a
lack of objective criteriaby which to judge item sensitivity. There is
no empiricalbasis on which to estimate actualdistancesbetween items
in terms of level of threat to respondents. It is also problematicto
assume that item sensitivity is constant across respondentsand across
subgroupsin the population. The perceived sensitivity of a question
may itself vary considerably across subgroups.Actual data on variation in respondents'perceived item sensitivity, ratherthanguesswork,
would help to clarify the circumstancesunderwhich mode effects are
most likely to be found and would make it easier for researchersto
judge the appropriatenessof survey modes for various topics.
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Additionalmodes. Several commonly used interview modes for the
collection of sensitive data were not included in the research design
for this study, most notably group self-administeredquestionnaires
(given in schools, e.g.) and mailed self-administeredquestionnaires.
The results of the SAQ comparisons in this research may not be directly applicable to these modes. Compared to SAQs administered
personallyby an interviewer, the group SAQ and mailed SAQ modes
will entail greater social distance between respondentand researcher.
Response anonymitywould be greatest in the mailed SAQ mode, and
most likely lowest in the group SAQ mode. Research on mode effects
would benefit from more attentionto how the SAQs are administered.
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